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If I use testdisk to open the image I get lots of stuff similar to: HeadError: bad magic number when i use sgdisk: This is a BSD disklabel layout. Sun was the first with this one, but now someone else also uses it. I was using sgdisk, v0.8, when I found the disk, and would like to keep the format. However, it is not clear whether this is the correct endianness for a PC. Disk /dev/rdisk3s1: 7865 MB,
7865466984 bytes, 152520032 sectors Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes Disk identifier: 0x0005241c Device Boot Start End Sectors Size Id Type /dev/rdisk3s1 2048 15251999 152510000 152496000 7865M 83 Linux The partition table seems to be really messed up, with the IDs giving off a lot of garbage. I tried using sgdisk to repair and found the following: $ sgdisk -n -f /dev/rdisk3s1
Disk /dev/rdisk3s1: 7865 MB, 7865466984 bytes, 152520032 sectors Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes Disk identifier: 0x0005241c Device Boot Start End Sectors Size Id Type /dev/rdisk3s1 2048 15251999 152510000 152496000 7865M 83 Linux The above was not helped. How do I get an accurate partition table? A: After some ressurection I tried sgdisk -d to repair the table and then

sgdisk -e and got an error that sgdisk could not determine the endian-ness of the disk. I ended up using gdisk and it reformated the disk with success. $ sudo gdisk /dev/rdisk3s1 gdisk: command not found. It seems that I need to install the package gdisk for gdisk to be used. After I installed it I was able to use the following commands: 3e33713323
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